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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed mathematical analysis of an 
implicit integro-differential equation which is the model for the induction 
period for the thermal explosion process of a compressible reactive gas 
confined to a bounded container. 
Kassoy and Poland [2] derived the model studied here using a high 
activation energy asymptotic analysis on the complete describing equations 
for a compressible reactive gas [4, Chap. 11. 
In [ 11, the first author with Kassoy gave a complete description of the 
time-history behavior of the temperature for the ignition period for a solid 
fuel reactant in a bounded container. In particular, the existence of a 
parameter value 6* was proven where 6 > BFK, 6,, the Frank-Kamenetski 
critical value, is such that, for 6 > 6*, the temperature as given as a solution 
of the ignition period model becomes unbounded in finite time. Estimates for 
this blow-up time were also determined. 
For an ideal gas in a bounded container the gas motion caused by the 
phenomena of thermal expansion considerably complicated the model, 
leading to the addition of an integral term involving the time derivative of the 
temperature perturbation. 
Using semigroup techniques as found in [3, 51, we are able to give a rather 
precise time-history description for the temperature perturbation for a 
reactive gas. In particular, we show that the temperature perturbation for an 
ideal gas is always greater than that for a solid in identical bounded 
containers and hence a gas explodes sooner than a solid fuel. Physically, this 
can be explained by the additional generation of heat due to the compression 
of the gas. 
In Section 2, the ignition model for a gas is given and is shown to be 
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equivalent o a more tractable initial-boundary value problem. But even so 
the existence of a solution is not immediately obvious. In Section 3, we 
summarise the key results for the problem. 
Sections 4 through 7 contain the mathematical analysis of the thermal 
system. We first consider the associated linear problem and show that the 
linear part of the evolution operator generates an analytic semigroup. Then 
we prove some invariance results which are essential for the existence and 
comparison theorems obtained in the later sections. Finally, in Sections 6 
and 7 the analysis is extended to the complete nonlinear problem. Existence, 
uniqueness, and continuous dependence are established for arbitrary n- 
dimensional domains. Further qualitative results are then proven for radially 
symmetric domains. 
2. THE IGNITION PERIOD FOR A REACTING PERFECT GAS 
The ignition period of a thermal event for a reacting perfect gas confined 
to a bounded container Q can be described (see [2]) by the following model 
e,-Ae=&?~+~---&~ S,dy, 
Y 0 
(1) 
e(x, 0) = ed.4, 
e(x, t) = 0, 
x E f-2, 
xEa2, t>o, (2) 
where R c R” is a bounded open container, 8 is the temperature pertur- 
bation of the gas, 6 > 0 is the Frank-Kamenetski parameter, y> 1 is the gas 
constant, and e,(x) > 0 is the initial temperature perturbation. 
The last term on the right-hand side of (1) is due to the compressibility of 
the gas. When y = 1 and thus the last term is not present, then a detailed 
mathematical analysis of the temperature perturbation has been given by 
Bebernes and Kassoy [ 11. 
We first observe that (l)-(2) can be put into another equivalent form. 
THEOREM 1. Problem (l)-(2) is equivalent to (3)-(2) where 
et-de=6ee+$& [AB+6ee]dy. (3) n 
ProoJ Assume 8 satisfies (l)-(2). Then integrating over J2 yields 
[A0 + 6ee] dx. 
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Hence, if 19 satisfies (l)-(2), it satisfies (3~(2). The converse is as easily 
established. 
COROLLARY. The initial-boundary value problem (l)-(2) is equivalent to 
(4)-(2) where 
where v is the exterior normal to the boundary R and do is the element of 
surface on an. 
The initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) (4~(2) is equivalent to the 
ignition problem for an ideal gas confined to a bounded container 8. 
3. STATEMENT OF KEY RESULTS 
In this section, we summarize the key results for the ignition models 
(l)-(2) or equivalently (4~(2). 
THEOREM A. For any S>O, y> 1, and any 0,E L*(Q) = F with 
sup,,, B,(x) = M < co, IBVP (l)--(2) has a unique classical solution 0(x, t) 
on R x [0, a), o > 0, where either u = +a0 or C-J < +a, and 
lim,,, supxan e(x,t)= +w. 
This is Theorem 8 of Section 6. Note that the result is true for any open 
bounded R c R” with sufficiently smooth boundary and for rather general 
initial data 8,. 
We get considerably more information if we restrict Q to be the unit ball 
in R” and take zero initial-boundary conditions. Set R = {x E R”: ljxll < 1) 
and consider the initial-boundary conditions 
e(x, 0) = 0, 
e(x, t) = 0, 
IIXII < 17 
II4 = 1. 
(2’) 
THEOREM B. The solution 0(x, t) of IBVP (l)-(2’) is nonnegative, 
radially symmetric, and nondecreasing on [0, o) for any 6 > 0, y > 1. 
This is Theorem 10 of Section 7. 
In order to more precisely determined the time-history of 0(x, t) as t 
increases, we utilize the following comparison equations: 
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(,-A(=Se*+s6j e@dy, 
R 
xt - Ax = dex, 
-Av = 6e”. 
(3’) 
(4’) 
(5’) 
THEOREM C. For6>0, y>l, 
x(x, 0 < e(x, 4 < $&T 0 
for all x E Q and t in their common interval of existence where x, 8, Q are 
solutions of (4’)-(2’), (I)-(2’) and (3’)-(2’), respectively. 
By [ 11, we know that there exists 6* > BFK, where 6,, is the 
Frank-Kamenetski critical value, such that for all 6 > 6* the solution x of 
(4’~(2’) blows up in finite time. Hence, for 6 > 6*, u of Theorem B is finite 
and 0(x, t) blows up in finite time. Theorem C is a consequence of 
Theorems 9 and 10 of Section 7. 
THEOREM D. If q~ is any solution of the steady-state problem (5’) with 
w(x) = 0 for x E 8.0, then 
w, 0 < v(x) for all t > 0, 
where 0(x, t) is the solution of IBVP (l)-(2’). 
Thus, if 6 < &k, the solution 0(x, t) exists and is bounded for t > 0. 
Theorem D is a consequence of Theorem 11. 
4. THE ABSTRACT LINEAR PROBLEM 
By the corollary to Theorem 1, IBVP (l)-(2) is equivalent to 
IBVP (4)-(2). We begin our analysis of this latter problem by first 
considering the associated linear problem 
e,=de++ ( dedx, vol 0 C=- 
R y-l’ (5) 
e(x, 0) = ed.4, XEl-2, 
e(x, t) = 0, XEaQ, t>o. 
(2) 
We will show that the right-hand side of (5) is the infinitesimal generator 
of an analytic equicontinuous emigroup S. 
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Let F = L’(a) and E = F 0 R. For df q), (g, 0 E E, define an inner 
product (,, .) on E by 
Thus, E is a Hilbert space with norm 
IKf, t7)112 = (ja Ifl'dx t c lqz. 
We begin by first considering a related problem 
f (xl = rl, XEXI, (7) 
where v is an outer normal to Sz and do is the surface element on as2. This in 
turn can be expressed equivalently as 
where adf, r) = (ds, --(l/c) San Gf/av) da). 
THEOREM 2. A generates an analytic contraction semigroup S = 
{S(t): t > O} on E. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that a is linear, closed, and densely 
defined on E. We will show that (i) a is self-adjoint and (ii) a is dissipative. 
(i) For (f, r~), (g, <) E dom(& we compute the inner product 
(Alf,sX(g.t))=j~Af~ gdxtc (-+ja,+) 5 
=- j R VfJgdxtI,,+- j&a 
=- i Vf * vg du = ((f, rt>, 4&T, C))Y (8) R 
where Green’s identity and the fact that g(x) = r on 8a have been used. This 
shows self-adjointness. 
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(ii) In particular, from above we have that 
(&L ~1, (.A ~1) = - I IV-I’ dx G 0. 0 
By the Lumer and Phillips theorem and the corollary following [5, 
pp. 250-25 l), we conclude that a generates a contraction semigroup S with 
(1 S(t)11 < 1 for all t > 0. But the self-adjointness of a implies that its complex 
extension x is hermitian. Hence, its numerical range {@(f, v), df, q))} lies 
on the negative real axis. By Proposition 3.2 [3, p. 2931, this implies that S 
is analytic. 
We now relate the generator a and its semigroup S to the original linear 
problem (5~(2). C onsider the canonical injection i: F -+ E defined by 
i(f) = (f, 0) 
and define the projection 7~: E -+ F by 
where q(x) = q for all x E R. Clearly, rr is a continuous projection of E onto 
F. For t > 0 define the operator T(t): F -+ F by 
T(t)f = 7c 0 S(t) 0 i(f). (9) 
THEOREM 3. T is an analytic semigroup on F with generator A given by 
Af =Af ++, Afak. (10) 
a 
Proof: (i) The linearity and continuity of each T(t) are obvious. 
(ii) The mapping t + T(t) is a composition of two linear and 
continuous mappings with an analytic mapping. Therefore, it is analytic (and 
hence uniformly continuous). 
(iii) T(0) - 0 = 71 - S(0) - i(0) = r . i(B) = 19. 
Let t, s > 0, then 
T(t) o T(s)0 = 7~ o s(t) o i o 7c o S(s) o i(8) 
= 7c 0 S(t) 0 S(s) 0 i(B) + 71 0 S(t) 
x [i 0 7c 0 S(s) 0 i(O) - S(s) 0 i(d)]. 
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Since ker rt = {(f, r): f(x) = r, Vx E 0, q E R }, we have for (f, q) E E 
df,s)-ion(f;s)=(f,rl)-idf-ij) 
=(f,r7)-u--r7,0) 
= (f, v) E ker rr. 
But ker x is invariant under S(t); thus, 
710 S(t) 0 [i 0 7r 0 S(s) 0 i(e) - S(s) 0 i(e)] = 0 
and hence 
T(t) 0 T(s)8 = 71 0 S(t) 0 S(s) 0 i(B) 
= 7t 0 S(t + s) 0 i(B) 
= T(t + s)e. 
(iv) We now prove that A is the generator of T. Assume 0 E C’(Q), 
0(x) = 0 for x E 30. Then i(0) = (6J,O) E dom(& and rc 0 i(0) = 8. Thus, 
,im T(h)0 - 8 = ,im 710 s(h) 0 i(e) - e 
h-0 h h+O h 
S(h) 0 i(0) - i(e) 
h 1 
= 7r 0 A 0 i(B) = 7-c 0 A(8,O) = 7c (de, -$!,,gd0) 
=A,++-J dedx=qe), again using Green’s formula. 
0 
5. INVARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE ABSTRACT LINEAR PROBLEM 
In this section, we show that certain subsets of F (E) are invariant relative 
to the semigroup T (S) generated by A (a). This invariance will be used to 
establish the desired existence and comparison results for IBVP (4)-(2). 
A set D c E is invariant for S if S(t): D --) D for all t > 0. 
LEMMA 1. For any b E R, the set 
is invariant under S. 
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ProoJ nb is clearly a closed convex subset of E. By Proposition 5.3 13, 
p. 3041, it suffices to show that, if A > 0 and (f, q) E A,, then 
(g,t)=(z-J.‘wtir)E~b. 
Assume (g, <) E dam(A) solves 
f(x) = g(x) - A 4(x), x E a, 
rl=t+! i Zdo, c dv 
g(x) = t, can. 
Let g(Z) = supxcn g(x). T wo cases must be considered. 
(1) 2E intR. Then dg(XY) < 0. Hence, g(f) < g(g) - 1 dg(X) = 
S (xl < b. 
(2) X E 852. Then g(Z) = < and Jan (ag/av) da > 0 since g assumes its 
maximum at each point of the boundary 3.Q. This yields g(Z) = << < + 
(1/c) Jan (ag/av) da = q < b. In both cases the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY. For any a, b E R, a < b, the set A,*, = { df, q) E E: a< 
f(x) < b for all x E R, a < q < b} is invariant under S. 
As a consequence of this corollary, we can prove an invariance result for 
the semigroup T. 
Let 1) . ]jao denote the essential sup norm on La(R) and let f+ and f- be 
the positive and negative parts off E Lm(R), respectively. 
THEOREM 4. The set D, = 1f E L’(Q) =F: IIf+ llm + Ilf- IL <PI, P > 0, 
is invariant under T. 
Proof: Let b=llf+ll,, a=llf-llca, a+b<p. Then (f,O)~/i-,,, and, 
by the previous lemma, for all t > 0, (g, <) = S(t)(f, 0) E /i -a,b. Then 
IlG’Plf I+ IL = /l(g - 8, llm G b - (3 
where f(x) = r for all x E R and 
IIVWf I- llm = Ilk -a- IL < t + a. 
Hence T(t)f E D, for all t > 0. 
COROLLARY. If f, g E F, SUP, If (x1 - &)I < G then supx I T(t)f (x) - 
T(t) g(x)1 < 2.5 for ail t > 0. 
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We now consider the case in which R is a unit ball in R”. Let R = 
(x E R”: /lx]] < 1) and let F, = {u E L2(R): u is radially symmetric}. For 
each TV E Fs, let vu be the function on [0, l] into R” defined by v/,(]]x]]) = 
v(x) for x E R. For u E domA, r&(O) = w,(l) = 0, dv(x) = w:(]]x]l) + 
((n - l)/]]x]]) t&(]]x]]), and ]a* (&~/a,)du = w,,w:(l) where IV,, is the area of 
the surface of the unit ball in R”. Let 
Z-= Iv E Fs: 0 < Y, < Y, < 1, V,(YI> 2 v/~(Yz), v,(l) = 01 
be the set of positive, radially symmetric, unimodal functions. 
THEOREM 5. The set r is invariant under T. 
Proof Z is a closed convex subset of F. Again it suffices, by 
Proposition5.3 [3,p.304],toshowthatv=(Z-~~)-‘0EZ’if~>O,B~Z, 
and u E dam(A) solves (Z - q4)v = 8. 
Assume that for some 0 < y, < y, < 1, w,(y ,) < w,(y2). Then v/V attains a 
local minimum IJI,(J~) at some point ~7 E (0, y2). Two cases are then possible. 
(i) wv is increasing on [Y; 11. This implies w,(jj) < 0, w;,(J) = 0, 
KY(J) > 09 and t&,(l) > 0. Hence, wm = wum - rllw:(J) + 
(w,/c) t&(l)] < 0. This contradicts 0 E ZY 
(ii) wv is not increasing on [ jj, 11. Then v/v has a local maximum 
v,(y’) > I,v,( ~7) at some point y E (J, 1). This implies wL(y’) = r&(j) = 0, 
WC(Y) > 0, w:‘(fl< 0. Hence, 
which again contradicts 0 E Z. 
We conclude that v E Z, and hence Z is invariant. 
COROLLARY. Zff,gEF,,f~g,andf-gEr,then 
Wf 2 T(t) g for all t > 0. 
ProojI Since T(t)(f - g)(x) > 0 by the theorem, we have T(t)f > T(t)g. 
Let A, = A be the n-dimensional Laplacian operator with the same 
domain as A and let Td be the semigroup generated by A,. 
THEOREM 6. Let 8, E r, then T,(t) 8, > T(t) 8, for all t > 0. 
Proof: By Theorem 5, T(t) 8, > 0 for all t > 0. Hence (l/c) In A6’ dx = 
(l/c) Jan (&3/&) da < 0 and T(t) 8, is a lower solution to de/dt = A, 8. 
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6. THE ABSTRACT PERTURBED PROBLEM 
Let us now consider the perturbed problem (APP) 
de 
z=Ae+B(e), 
(11) 
where 
B(B) = de’ + g 6 j eBty) dy. 
n 
We first prove existence locally of a classical solution. To do this we use 
the following special result. Let V= vol R. 
LEMMA 2. Let x(t), y(t) be nonnegative real-valued functions on [0, Us) 
which satisfy the coupled dlgerential inequality 
~‘<(V+y-l)6exp(x+Y)~ 
y’ < y - 6 . exp(x + Y) 
(12) 
with x(O) GM, y(0) <M, then x(t) <X(t) and y(t) < Y(t) on [0, 0,) where 
X, Y are solutions of 
X’ = (V + y)6 exp(X + Y), 
Y’=(V+y)aexp(X+ Y) 
(13) 
with X(0) = M, Y(0) = M. 
Proof: The conclusion is immediate since the right-hand-side components 
are quasimonotone increasing. 
Note that X(t) = Y(t) = -(l/2) ln(epZM - 2( V + y) dt) on the interval 
[0, a,) where uM = e -2M/(2(V+ y)6) > 0. Set IT = eKZM/(3(V+ y)6) < u,, 
then X(0) = Y(0) = M + (l/2) In 3. 
THEOREM 7. If 8, EL*&), supxen 19,(x) < +oo, then IBVP (4)-(2) has 
a unique classical solution on the interval [0, 6). 
Proof: Choose M > 0 such that 
II&k GM and sup e,(x) Q M. xcfl 
Set N = M + (l/2) In 3 and define 
e,(x) = min [B(x), N] , vN = min[v, N]. 
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Consider the following auxiliary IBVP on E 
where a is as before and 
(14) 
BN is a globally Lipschitz continuous operator on E. Hence, the abstract 
perturbed problem (14) has a unique classical solution (d(x, t), q(t)) defined 
on [0, co) by Theorem 5.1 [3, p. 3551. 
We now will prove that for t E [0, a), supxpn d(x) and rj are both bounded 
by N. This then implies that (6,fl) is in fact a solution of the problem: 
d(e, q)idt = Ace, V) + B(e, 59, (0, V)(O) = (4, 0). 
By Theorem 4 and the dissipativity of A^, the following inequalities hold: 
Set 2 = I](@ v)]]~ and y”= supxEn 19(x), then by Lemma 2, we immediately 
have that 1~1, I](& r)llz, and sup,,, 8(x) are all bounded by 
(-l/2) ln(e-*” - 2(V+ y) &) < N on [0, u). This proves that (4, $) is a 
solution of APP (11) on [0, o). 
An easy computation shows that 0(., t) = ~(8, ?j) = 0(., t) -q(t) is a 
classical solution of (4)-(2) on [0, 0). Uniqueness is immediate since B, is a 
Lipschitz perturbation. 
THEOREM 8. For 8, E L*(Q), SUP,,~ e,(x) < co, IBVP (4)-(2) has a 
unique nonextendable classical solution 0(x, t) defined on some maximal 
interval [O, a) where either u = +co or u < +co and lim,,,- supxEn 
e(x, t) = +a. 
ProoJ Assume u ( +co and 0(x, t) <N for all x E R, t E [0, u). Let 19, 
be the solution of IBVP (4,)-(2) which exists on a X [0, co). Our 
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assumptions imply BN = 0 on R x [0, a). Hence, lim,,, 0(., t) = 13,(., a). By 
Theorem 7, we can extend B as a solution of IBVP (4)-t(2) on Q x [0, u + E) 
for some E > 0. This contradicts the maximality of o. 
7. THE RADIALLY SYMMETRIC CASE 
We analyze in greater detail problems (4)-(2) and (4)-(2’) assuming from 
now on that Q is the unit ball ~8 = {x E R” : [Ix]] < 1 }. 
THEOREM 9. If 0(x, t) is the classical solution of IBVP (4)-(2) on 2 x 
[0, rJ with initial condition 8, E r, then &a, t) E rfor all t E [0, T,,). 
Proof. By Theorem 5, the set r of positive radially symmetric unimodal 
functions in L *(9) is invariant under the semigroup T. Also, if 13( ., t) E r, 
then B(B(., t)) = deeec’*r) + ((y - l)/vol 9) J9 6eeCY,*) dyE r. In particular, 
8(,, t) + hB(8(., t)) E r for all h > 0 because r is a convex cone. 
For any r, r E (0, rJ, 0 is a classical solution of (4) on [0, r]; hence, 
sup{B(x, t): x E 9, t E [O, r]} <N < co. 
This implies that 0 is a solution to (4) lying in F,,, = { g E L*(9): 
sup,,, g(x) < N), and the restriction of B to FN is Lipschitz continuous. The 
result is now a consequence of Theorem 2.1 [3, p. 3351. 
COROLLARY. Let 8, E r and let 4 be the solution of 
with initial-boundary conditions 
4(x, 0) = e,(x), xER=B, 
$Jqx, f> = 0, xEa9x(O,co), 
then I$(x, t) > 0(x, t) on their common interval of existence 
0(x, t) is the solution of IBVP (l)-(2). 
Proof By Theorem 9, 0(., t) > 0. Hence, 
(3’) 
(2) 
[0, t,,) where 
Y-1 
I vol9 .g 38dy=~~9~do<0 for all tE [O,r,). a 
Thus, 8 is a lower solution of (3’~(2). 
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THEOREM 10. Let 19~ = 0, then the solution 19(x, t) of IBVP (l)-(2) is 
nonnegative, radially symmetric, and nondecreasing on its maximal interval 
of existence [0, a). 
Proof: Fix any cr,, < o. Since 0(x, t) can be thought of as a strong 
solution of APP (1 l), 19(-, t) < N for some N > 0 for all t E [O, a,] and 
0(., t) E r on [0, a). Thus, 0 is also a solution of APP (1 lN) on [0, a,] and 
can be expressed by the Picard scheme O(t) = lim,,, u,(t); where 
u,+ ,tt> = f 7’@ - s) B@,(s)) ds 
0 
since A is contractive and B is Lipschitz continuous. 
Note that B: r+ r satisfies 
(i) if 0, < 8,, 8,) 8, E r, then 
B(4) G WJ (monotoneity ),
(ii) if 8,,B,, 0~r, e,<S,, then 
B(e + 8,) - B(4) G ~(0 + e,) -B(b) (convexity), 
and both sides lie in IY 
Define 
A,u(t) = u,(t) - u,pl(t) = j’ T(t - s)[B(u,pl(s) - B(u,-z(s))] ds, 
0 
A,W) = W40) - B&n- l(t)) 
with 
Thus. we have 
A,u(t) = 0, 
A,B(t) = B@,(t)) = $. 
A n+ 1 u(t) = I’ T(t - s) A,B(s) ds, 
0 
and we claim that for any n > 1 the functions t + u,(t), t -+ A,u(t), and 
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f-+ d,B(t) are all increasing with values in ZY We prove this claim by 
induction. Assume it is true for n = l,..., k - 1. We then have that 
A,u(q=J’T(t-s)A,Js)ds 
0 
lies in f because dk-,B(s) E r, r is invariant under T, and r is a closed 
convex cone. If t, < t,, then since A,-, B is nondecreasing, we have 
A~u(~,)=j”T(t,-s)A,-,B(s)ds~j~‘T(t,-s)A,_,B(s+t,-f~)ds 
0 0 
1 
12 = 
12-11 
T(t, - s) A,-, B(s) ds < If2 T(t, - s) A,- 1 B(s) ds 
0 
= A&,). 
Thus, uk(t) = uk- i(t) + Aku(t) lies in r and is increasing as the same is 
true for Aku(f). 
Finally, we have 
which lies in r by (ii). Furthermore, if t, < t2, then the monotoneity of uk-, 
and A,u yields 
by (ii) 
by (0 
This shows that O(t) is a limit of an increasing sequence of increasing 
functions {u,}. O(t) is itself increasing. That 13 is nonnegative and radially 
symmetric follows from the invariance of r. 
This theorems has the following important 
COROLLARY. The solution 8(x, t) of IBVP (l)-(2’) is an upper solution 
for IBVP (4’)-(2’) where 
B,=AtY+6e*. (4’) 
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ProoJ By theorem, the solution 0(x, t) of IBVP (l)-(2’) satisfies 
0,(x, t) > 0. Hence 
6ee + y-l. 
Y 
---&,f e,(y, t) dy > 6ee 
0 
and the result is immediate from standard comparison results. 
In perticular, if the solution 6, of (4’~(2’) blows up before time t, the 
solution 0(x, t) of (l)-(2’) blows up before time r. 
We now state an invariance theorem closely related to Theorem 9. This 
will yields our final comparison results as corollaries. 
THEOREM 11. Assume 8,, i?,f, 0, - @,r, 0 < 6, < 6,. Let Bi(x, t) be a 
solution to IBVP (l)-(2) with 8, and 6 replaced by 0,) Si, i = 1,2, respec- 
tiuely. Then 0,(x, t) < 8,(x, t) f or all x E 9 and all t in their common interval 
of existence. 
ProoJ Define the set 43 = { (13,) 0,) E r x l? e2 - 0, E r}. @ is then a 
closed convex cone in F x F. We claim that @ is invariant under the flow 
generated by (A $ B,) X (A + B2) where B,, i = 1, 2, is defined as in (11) 
replacing 6 by Ji. Theorem 5 implies that @ is invariant under A x A. 
Moreover, if (8,) B,) E @, then (B, 8,) BIB,) E @. The same argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 9 now shows that @ is invariant. This proves our 
claim. 
The above theorem shows in particular that, with initial conditions in r, 
the solutions of (4)-(2) depend monotonically on 6. 
Taking 0, = 0 and r?? to be a steady-state solution of (I), we get the 
following remarkable result. 
COROLLARY. Assume that 
-Av = de*, XE9, 
y(x) = 0, xEa3, 
(5’) 
has a solution v(x) on 9. Then the solution 8(x, t) of IBVP (l)-(2’) exists 
on 9 x [0, co) with 
e(x, 4 G Y(X). 
Indeed, any steady-state solution y lies in r. 
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